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ABSTRACT
Current trends suggest that future computing platforms will be increasingly heterogeneous. While these heterogeneous processors physically integrate disparate computing elements like CPUs and GPUs on a single chip, their programmability critically depends upon the ability to efficiently support cache coherence and shared virtual memory across tightly-integrated CPUs and GPUs. However, throughout-oriented GPUs easily overwhelm existing hardware coherence mechanisms that long kept the cache hierarchies in multi-core CPUs coherent.

This paper proposes a novel solution called Software Assisted Hardware Coherence (SAHC) to scale cache coherence to future heterogeneous processors. We observe that the system software (Operating system and runtime) often has semantic knowledge about sharing patterns of data across the CPU and the GPU. This high-level knowledge can be utilized to effectively provide cache coherence across throughout-oriented GPUs and latency-sensitive CPUs in a heterogeneous processor. SAHC thus proposes a hybrid software-hardware mechanism that judiciously uses hardware coherence only when needed while using software’s knowledge to filter out most of the unnecessary coherence traffic. Our evaluation suggests that SAHC can often eliminate up to 98-100% of the hardware coherence lookups, resulting up to 49% reduction in runtime.

CCS Concepts
• CCS → Computer systems organization → Architectures → Parallel architectures → Single instruction, multiple data
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many current and future processors are becoming increasingly heterogeneous. Large commercial processor manufacturers like AMD®, Intel®, and Qualcomm® ship millions of processors with CPUs and GPUs tightly coupled together. This trend is likely to continue in the near-future with highly-capable accelerator-like GPU being tightly integrated inside a processor.

Ease of programming these heterogeneous processors is key to harness their full potential. Cache coherence and shared virtual memory are two critical features that greatly enhance programmability of any system. It is thus no surprise that several major hardware vendors like AMD®, ARM®, and Qualcomm® promise shared virtual memory and cache coherence in their heterogeneous processors [22].

However, realizing the promise of full cache coherence across the CPU and GPU in a heterogeneous processor is challenging. Traditional approaches have either burdened the application programmer to explicitly manage coherence (software cache coherence) or put the onus of maintaining coherence entirely on the hardware (hardware cache coherence). Software cache coherence is more appealing for niche accelerators programmed by ninja programmers while the hardware cache coherence is the norm for more generic and easily programmable CPUs. Unfortunately, neither of these two approaches is readily extensible to heterogeneous processors that should be programmable en masse. Software cache coherence seriously impedes programmability. The hardware-only coherence is hard to scale to meet the demand from throughput-oriented GPUs [15].

Researchers have proposed several designs to address this challenge in the past. For example, GMAC [7] proposes a software only solution that enables coherence between a CPU and GPU with a software library, but adds significant performance overhead. Cohesion [10] proposes a software-hardware co-design that allows data to be kept coherent either by hardware or by software. However, to achieve high performance, Cohesion requires application programmers to manage coherence and adds significant hardware overheads (e.g., adds region table). HSC [15] proposes a hardware-only solution that revamps the hardware cache coherence mechanism by proposing to maintain cache coherence at a larger granularity of region (e.g., 1KB) instead of traditional cache blocks (e.g., 64 bytes). Given that current cache coherence protocols are already hard to verify, the significant changes proposed by HSC will be challenging to adopt.

Ideally, heterogeneous processors would retain the ease of programming enabled by hardware cache coherence but without adding significant performance overhead and without requiring a re-design of conventional hardware. To this end, we propose software-assisted hardware-managed coherence (SAHC). The key observation is that the system software (Operating system, runtime) knows how data is shared across the CPU and the GPU. This knowledge can aid the hardware cache coherence. Furthermore, since memory is allocated by operating system at the granularity of
pages we observed that this semantic knowledge is captured well at the page-granularity (e.g., 4KB). Thus, SAHC piggybacks on virtual memory’s page-permission checks to enforce coherence between the CPU and the GPU cache hierarchies. SAHC then dynamically falls back to the traditional block-granular hardware cache coherence only for frequently-shared data across CPU and GPU. Specifically, SAHC extends the set of page permissions (e.g., read/write/no-execute) to encode page-granular coherence permissions. These page-grain coherence permissions encode whether a given page is currently accessible by CPU or by GPU or by both. The existing virtual memory hardware for enforcing page permissions is then minimally extended to enforce newly-added page-grain coherence permissions. However, if a page contains data that is frequently-shared across CPU and GPU, then it will trigger an excessive number of costly page-permission changes. To avoid any potential performance degradation under such scenario, SAHC dynamically falls back to conventional block-granular hardware cache coherence only for pages that are frequently shared across the CPU and the GPU. Our analysis (Section 4) shows that only small fraction of data is frequently-shared across CPU and GPU (e.g., synchronization variable).

SAHC’s software-hardware co-design enables several important benefits over the state-of-art. First, SAHC enables traditional block-granular hardware cache coherence to scale to GPU’s memory bandwidth requirements by judiciously using it only when necessary. Thus, unlike hardware-only coherence for heterogeneous processors SAHC does not require re-designing and re-verifying hardware cache coherence mechanisms. Second, SAHC does not burden application writers to maintain cache coherence unlike software cache-coherence mechanisms [10]. Instead, SAHC minimally extends system software (OS and runtime) to manage coherence. Finally, our evaluation shows that SAHC can eliminate 98-100% of all hardware coherence directory lookup and can reduce application runtime by up to 50%

Our contributions are as follows:
1. We analyze and quantify bottlenecks in the hardware cache coherence in a heterogeneous system.
2. We analyze and characterize cache coherence needs across the CPU and GPU for several applications. This analysis further leads to classification of CPU-GPU interactions in heterogeneous applications.
3. Guided by this analysis, we propose a novel software hardware co-designed coherence scheme (SAHC) for emerging heterogeneous systems.
4. Finally, we evaluate and analyze the efficacy of proposed SAHC scheme in heterogeneous processor.

2. Background

In this section, we describe our baseline heterogeneous system that is broadly modeled after commercial heterogeneous systems. We then discuss basics of virtual memory.

2.1 Baseline Heterogeneous Processor

Figure 1 shows an overview of our baseline system. There are two clusters -- a CPU cluster (left) and a GPU cluster (right). A CPU cluster can contain any number of CPU cores (two in our experiments) and private L1 caches (per core). A GPU cluster is made up of several compute units (CUs), each comprising of several SIMD execution units. Each SIMD unit is 64-lanes wide and executes instructions in lock-step fashion. Each CU has with private L1 caches.

Both the CPU and GPU clusters have their private L2 caches. A block-granular inclusive coherence directory maintains the coherence between the CPU and GPU L2 caches and each directory entry has a two-bit sharing vector (one bit for each cluster). A request to directory allocates an entry in Miss Handling Registers (MSHR) to keep track of outstanding requests. An entry in MSHR is deallocated only when the directory request completes.

Memory accesses from CPU or GPU that miss in their respective local cache hierarchy look up the coherence directory. A lookup in the coherence directory identifies whether the remote cache hierarchy may contain the requested cache block. The local cache hierarchy of GPU consists of per-CU L1 caches that shares a common L2 cache. The CPU local cache hierarchy consists of a per-CPU L1 and a shared L2. GPU’s local cache hierarchy is called the remote cache hierarchy for any request originated from the CPU and vice-versa. If a request misses in the coherence directory then it looks up the unified L3 cache before going off chip to the DRAM.

2.2 Virtual Memory Basics

The software generates a memory access with a virtual address but the hardware uses physical address to lookup requested data or instruction. The virtual memory subsystem translates the virtual addresses to the corresponding physical addresses. Address translation is performed at the granularity of a page (e.g., 4KB). Each page is also assigned a set of permissions (e.g., read-only, read-write) that controls accesses to the page. A virtual-to-physical address mapping and the associated access permissions are assigned by the OS during memory allocation or modified later on an explicit request (e.g., on mprotect() system call in Linux). The hardware is responsible for performing the address translation and to enforce page permissions on every memory access. The hardware caches recently-used address translation entries in a hardware structure called a Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) to fasten the translation. The hardware raises a page-fault exception to the OS if the address of an access does not have a valid translation or if it lacks requisite access permissions. On a page fault, the OS can then either create the necessary translation entry or raise an error (e.g., segmentation fault) to the application. Unfortunately, the process of servicing such page faults is slow as it involves generating an interrupt to the OS, switching from user to supervisor mode, executing the page fault routine, and (potentially)
performing a TLB shootdown before finally resuming the execution of the application.

3. Motivation and Goal
In this section, we analyze the overheads of cache coherence in the baseline heterogeneous processor Figure 1).

Overheads of enforcing coherence: To understand the overhead of enforcing cache coherence, we first simulate an ideal cache coherence mechanism. An ideal system maintains cache coherence across CPU and GPU caches, like in the baseline system using the block-granular hardware directory, but without any latency of doing so. The ideal cache coherence mechanism can fetch coherence permissions, invalidate blocks in other caches, or send coherence acknowledgements without incurring any delay. Figure 2 shows performance of the baseline system normalized to that of a system implementing ideal cache coherence mechanism for applications described in Section 6.1 (bars for ideal is always 1). We observe that seven out of the eleven workloads we studied suffer from non-negligible performance overheads due to cache coherence in the baseline architecture, compared to the ideal coherence. We expect future GPUs with larger number of CUs will suffer larger performance degradation due to increased coherence activity across CPU’s and GPU’s caches. Although not quantified here, coherence lookups and coherence messages adds to energy budget, too.

Our analysis attributes the performance loss primarily to queuing delay at the coherence directory. This is illustrated in Figure 2. We found that the delay at the coherence directory is caused by contention for MSHRs at the caches, for banks at the directory, and due to the latency of servicing coherence probes. In summary, the traditional coherence directory schemes that worked well for CPU designs is not extensible to a heterogeneous system with throughput-oriented accelerators like GPUs.

Goals: SAHC aims to scale the traditional block-grain hardware cache coherence to heterogeneous processors without re-designing the coherence mechanisms and, without sacrificing ease of programming.

More specifically, following are the goals of this work:

1. Scale hardware cache coherence mechanism to the needs of a heterogeneous processor by reducing lookups at the coherence directory.
2. Minimize modifications to the conventional hardware cache coherence mechanisms to avoid validation and re-design cost.
3. Avoid application level cache coherence management to enhance ease of programming.

4. Application Analysis and Observations
In this section, we first analyze the characteristics of heterogeneous applications and examine their communication patterns across the CPU and the GPU. This helps us understand how heterogeneous application may use the coherence mechanism.

We choose heterogeneous applications from the Rodinia [5] and the AMD APP SDK [20] benchmark suites (see Section 6.1) for this study. We characterize when a data toggles from the CPU to the GPU and vice-versa. We define a toggle to have occurred when a given piece of data that is most recently accessed by a CPU is next accessed by the GPU and vice-versa. A toggle suggests the need for latest data to be communicated across the CPU and the GPU. We characterize the amount and timing of these toggles for different workloads both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Qualitative Analysis: First, we analyze several heterogeneous applications to understand when and why a data need to be communicated across the CPU and the GPU due to the algorithmic needs.

We find three primary communication patterns across the CPU and the GPU in a heterogeneous application (Figure 3). The most common patterns occur when the CPU initializes a piece of data before the GPU works on that data (Figure 3 (a)). Data is initialized either explicitly by the application or implicitly (zeroed) by the OS. The second most common communication pattern (Figure 3 (b)) occurs when CPU processes the result regenerated by the GPU. We call this pattern post processing. In the third commonly occurring pattern, applications actively share data (Figure 3 (c)) across the CPU and the GPU during program execution. We observe that such active sharing occurs when either the GPU iteratively performs computations on a piece of data while the CPU subsequently performs reduction for each iteration or when there are synchronization across the CPU and the GPU.
Quantitative Analysis: Next, we quantitatively analyze these aforementioned different communication patterns. We perform measurements at the boundary of pages (4KB in our study) since memory buffers are allocated by the OS at the granularity of pages. Specifically, we seek to answer following two questions: (1) how frequently a page toggles between the CPU and the GPU, and (2) which of the three communication patterns lead to such behavior? The answer to the first question helps estimate how frequently coherence actions are needed due to application’s communication needs across the CPU and the GPU. The answer to the second question helps determine which communication patterns to optimize.

We measure the frequency of toggles relative to coherence directory lookups in a baseline system with traditional block-grain hardware cache coherence. By normalizing it to the number of coherence directory lookups, this analysis provides an estimate of relative frequency of interactions between the CPU and the GPU compared to extraneous directory lookups performed in the baseline. The first data column of Table 1 lists the number of toggles between the CPU and GPU for every 10,000 coherence directory lookups in the baseline. The next three columns in the table classify these toggles based on the patterns shown in Figure 3.

The data in Table 1 can be summarized into two important observations:

1. The need to communicate data across the CPU and the GPU (toggle) is significantly less than the coherence directory lookup performed in the baseline. For example, we observe none of the applications requires more than 83 toggles per 10,000 directory lookups. This, in turn, suggests that the majority of the coherence directory lookup are extraneous and can be eliminated if semantic knowledge about communication pattern is utilized.

2. The most common cause for the communications between the CPU and the GPU is initialization of data by the CPU before the GPU starts processing it. The second most common reason is post-processing of data at the CPU after computation on GPU is complete. Two out of eleven applications (bfs and kmeans) show significant active sharing across CPU and GPU.

5. Design and Implementation

In this section, we first describe our design principle for scaling hardware coherence to the needs of heterogeneous processors. We then detail our design and implementation of proposed software-assisted-hardware-coherence (SAHC). Finally, we discuss multiple optional optimizations that can further improve the design in the presence of specific CPU-GPU communication patterns found in a few applications.

5.1 Design Principles

The primary design principle for SAHC is to make use of virtual memory’s mechanism for page permission checking to enforce coherence permission whenever possible. SAHC dynamically falls back to the traditional block-grain hardware coherence only if necessary for better performance (e.g., for actively shared synchronization variable).

Our design principle is guided by the observations made in Section 4 and also by how page permissions are enforced in today’s hardware. In particular, we observed that communications between the CPU and the GPU are generally infrequent. However, when a GPU (CPU) will accesses a data that is most recently touched by the CPU (GPU), is unknown to both the hardware and the system software. Thus, every memory access needs to be checked to determine if the latest version of the data it requests may be in the remote cache hierarchy (e.g., in GPU caches for a CPU access). However, our analysis in the previous section shows that such occasions are relatively infrequent.

We further note that page access permissions (e.g., read-write, read-only) are checked and enforced by hardware on every memory access. Hardware detects possible violations of assigned page permissions while the OS acts on such violation. Any modifications to the assigned page permissions had to be performed by the OS. Thus, page permission checks are fast while page permission modifications are slow. Such division of responsibilities between hardware and software worked well for virtual memory since the page permission needs to be enforced on ever memory access, but page permission violations and modifications are infrequent.

The above observations suggest that the current virtual memory subsystem design aligns well with the coherence needs across the CPU and the GPU in a heterogeneous processor. Thus, we propose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Number of domain toggles per 10K coherence directory lookups</th>
<th>Toggle pattern break down (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>Post Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>11.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitonic</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coloring</td>
<td>12.06</td>
<td>99.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>histogram</td>
<td>73.93</td>
<td>99.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hotspot</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>47.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lud</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>99.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrixmul</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>85.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw</td>
<td>77.59</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduction</td>
<td>77.57</td>
<td>99.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srad</td>
<td>83.69</td>
<td>85.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After the first GPU kernel (in a program) is launched, the GPU in their respective local cache hierarchies. This requires change in the PTE format to include two additional bits and extension to the page fault mechanism as follows.

The SAHC adds three new page permissions that indicate ownership of a page by the CPU or by the GPU or by both -- CPU ONLY, GPU ONLY, and CPU_GPU. A page with CPU ONLY permission is accessible only by the CPU and cache blocks in that page is cacheable only in the CPU’s local cache hierarchy. The GPU is not permitted to access content of the page. Similarly, a page with GPU ONLY permission is cacheable only in GPU cache hierarchy. A page with CPU_GPU permission can be accessed and cached by both CPU and GPU.

These page permission attributes are enforced by the hardware along with the conventional page permission checks and any violation (e.g., the CPU attempting to access a GPU ONLY page) generates a page fault to the OS. The OS can then take a corrective action or generate an error in the same way traditional page access permissions are enforced. Figure 4 presents the access matrix for the newly introduced page permissions. For accesses in the green box, the coherence between CPU and GPU caches are enforced efficiently by page permission checks only without needing coherence directory lookup. The accesses in the red box generate page permission faults to the OS due to coherence permission violation. The accesses in the yellow boxes are managed by the hardware coherence mechanism without software intervention and may need hardware cache coherence directory lookup as in the baseline block-grain coherence protocol.

Thus, SAHC makes use of page permission checking capability in today’s hardware to enforce coherence permissions between the CPU and GPU caches at a page granularity. Additionally, it uses existing permission fault mechanism of the OS to catch any coherence permission violations.

### 5.2.2 Coherence Permission Assignment

SAHC implements the policy for assigning the newly introduced page-grain coherence permissions in the OS. This allows SAHC to keep policy separate from the hardware mechanisms and allows flexibility in changing policies without changes in the hardware.
Figure 5(a) depicts a state machine diagram for the assignment of newly introduced page permission attributes. The first access to an untouched page will result in a page fault and the OS assigns CPU_ONLY (or GPU_ONLY) permission if the access is by the CPU (GPU). The subsequent accesses from CPU (GPU) on a CPU_ONLY (GPU_ONLY) page proceeds without any software intervention. However, if CPU (GPU) accesses a page with GPU_ONLY (CPU_ONLY) permission then the hardware generates a permission fault which is captured by the OS’s page fault handler. The modified page fault handler then assigns CPU_ONLY (GPU_ONLY) page permission to the faulting page or assigns CPU_GPU permission. Assignment of CPU_GPU permission depends upon whether the faulting page is deemed actively shared. In the current implementation of the SAHC, we deem a page as actively shared when a given page incurs at least three page permission faults due to change in coherence permissions. We keep a count of number of coherence permission faults per page by adding a 2-bit saturating counter in the PTE. If a page has CPU_GPU page permission then accesses to cache blocks belonging to that page are kept coherent by the traditional block-grain hardware coherence mechanisms.

5.2.3 Optimizations

Guided by the analysis of communication patterns between the CPU and the GPU (Section 4), we propose several optional optimizations for the SAHC. We propose two types of optimization -- application-transparent optimizations and application-apparent optimizations.

**Application-transparent optimization:** This type of optimization does not require application modification, but needs updates to the runtime, the OS page fault handler, and to the hardware.

Analysis in Section 4 showed that a large fraction of toggles between CPU and GPU is due to initialization of data in the CPU and subsequent use of the data by the GPU. These toggles can trigger costly page permission faults in SAHC. The goal of this optimization is to alleviate these page permission faults by exploiting runtime’s knowledge about when a program launches its first kernel on the GPU.

Specifically, we introduce another new page permission called CPU_INIT. Figure 5 (b) depicts an optimized version state transition diagram of page permission assignment policy. It has two state diagrams. The first state transition diagram (Figure 5(b) left) remains in effect before any work is scheduled on the GPU by a given program while the second one (Figure 5(b) right) comes into effect after a kernel is launched. A page is assigned coherence permission CPU_INIT before any work is scheduled on the GPU by a given program. After the first kernel is scheduled on the GPU by a given heterogeneous program, if the hardware page walker finds a page table entry with access permission as CPU_INIT then it updates the page permission to CPU_ONLY or to GPU_ONLY depending on whether the access is from the CPU or from the GPU.

![Flowchart of SAHC’s working on a load/store on CPU/GPU](image)

Figure 6. Flowchart of SAHC’s working on a load/store on CPU/GPU. The green box and blue box signifies a mechanism implemented in software and hardware, respectively. Boxes with orange border signify mechanism that is modified in SAHC and an orange box signifies a new mechanism introduced by SAHC.
no page fault is generated. Thus, when a page is initialized in the CPU and then is accessed by the GPU, no page fault is triggered. The runtime also flushes the CPU cache hierarchy and the TLBs when a program schedules its first kernel on the GPU to ensure that later accesses from CPU or GPU get latest data. This also ensures that a page table walk is always triggered on the first access to a page after any work is scheduled on the GPU.

We observe that the above optimization can be easily implemented because the driver and/or the runtime knows when a heterogeneous program schedules a kernel. SAHC modifies runtime to set a single bit register (default un-set) when the very first GPU kernel is launched by a given program and resets it whenever a program finishes execution. Note that these actions happen only once during a program’s lifetime.

**Application-apparent optimization:** Application-apparent optimization proposed in SAHC needs very minimal modifications to application code (often limited to one or two lines of annotation).

Driven by our analysis in Section 4, we propose a very simple **optional** optimization in the SAHC that alleviates page faults due to post-processing in CPU (Figure 3(b) and Table 1). We introduce a new runtime API called `gpuWorkFinish()`. An application can invoke `gpuWorkFinish()` to indicate that the given program will not use GPU for processing any further. The runtime then flushes GPU cache hierarchy and sets a single-bit register called `gpu_work_finish`.

If this register is set the hardware does not raise page fault on a CPU access to a page with GPU_Only permission. Thus, this can avoid permission faults that would have otherwise happened due to post-processing of the GPU’s data at the CPU. This register is reset when a program finishes execution. Note that this optimization needs only single line of code change in an application.

**5.2.4 Putting All Together**

We now describe how all components of SAHC work together.

Figure 6 shows flowchart of how SAHC hardware and software works on execution of a load or store instruction from a CPU or a GPU. First, the local TLB is looked up on every memory instruction (e.g., load, store) from the CPU or the GPU to find the desired address translation as in today’s hardware. On a TLB hit, the page permissions are checked. SAHC extends page permission check to include coherence permission checks as described in the access matrix (Figure 4). On a permission violation the OS’s page fault handler routine is invoked on a page fault as is in today’s system. On a TLB miss the hardware page walker attempts to find the desired PTE in the memory-resident page table. If the entry is found, the page table walker populates the TLB accordingly. Otherwise, the OS’s page fault handler is invoked as in today’s hardware.

The page fault handler has two responsibilities – (1) raise exception (e.g., segmentation fault) if the access is deemed illegal, and (2) if the access is legal then create or update the corresponding page table entry with requisite page permissions. SAHC modifies page fault handler to implement the policy of page permission assignment described in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. Once a memory instruction has the requisite page permissions to proceed, the cache hierarchy is looked up to find the desired cache block just like in baseline hardware. If the desired cache block is found in the local cache hierarchy (e.g., CPU request finds the block in CPU cache hierarchy), then the request completes. However, on a miss in the local cache hierarchy one of the two following actions happen. If the access permission of the page on which the requested cache block falls contains CPU_GPU then the hardware coherence directory is looked up to ascertain if the remote cache hierarchy (i.e., GPU cache hierarchy for a CPU instruction and vice-versa) contains the requested cache block as in the baseline. Otherwise, the hardware coherence directory is bypassed and the request is sent to unified L3 cache and to the off-chip memory in parallel. This is correct as the page access permission confirms that the cache block cannot be in the remote cache hierarchy. Since the page access permission is not usually available at the cache hierarchy the SAHC augments cache request messages with a single bit that encodes whether requested cache block falls in a page with CPU_GPU access permission.

**Benefits:** The above-mentioned design philosophy has several important benefits that align well with the goal of our work as mentioned in Section 3.

1. SAHC can bypass the hardware coherence for large fraction of accesses by utilizing page permission checking for determining the need for a coherence transaction.
2. SAHC alleviates the need to revamp cache coherence for heterogeneous systems as the hardware coherence is exercised only selectively.
3. Use of hardware cache coherence only for data that frequently moves between CPU and GPU enables good performance by selectively avoiding large number of potential page permission modifications.

**6. Evaluation**

In this section, we describe our evaluation methodology and then detail our evaluation of the SAHC.

**6.1 Evaluation Methodology**

**Simulation:** We simulate a heterogeneous processor with out-of-order CPU cores and a GPU based on AMD Graphics Core Next architecture [3] using gem5 simulator [2].

The simulated CPU-GPU processor has two CPU cores and 32 GPU CUs. We model extreme memory bandwidth of 700 GB/s to model growing trend of ever increasing bandwidth on such system. Table 2 shows the parameters used in the simulations. The CPU memory system uses MOESI states for cache blocks; the GPU caches are write-through and use a VI (valid/invalid)-based protocol for coherence. We implemented the SAHC in the above-mentioned simulation framework. Table 2 shows the simulation parameters used.

**Workloads:** We draw applications from two benchmark suites to evaluate SAHC design. We evaluated seven Rodinia [5] benchmarks and four AMD APP SDK [20] workloads. We modified these programs to work with a shared memory model, which is similar to the model introduced in OpenCL™2.0 and HSA [22]. In the modified version of the programs, we allocate only one copy of the memory buffer for each data structure, and use it for both CPU and GPU computation. This is different from the original implementation where separate memory buffer is allocated on the device memory and data is copied between the two buffers. We remove the use of OpenCL memory buffer calls, such as clCreateBuffer and clEnqueueRead/WriteBuffer. The pointers to the host buffers are directly passed to the kernel for subsequent GPU.

The programs from Rodinia suite include a machine-learning algorithm; breadth-first search (bs), HotSpot (hotspot), a thermal simulation for processor temperatures; LU Decomposition (lud); Needleman-Wunsch (nw), a global optimization method for DNA
sequence alignment; kmeans (km), a clustering algorithm used in data mining; and, speckle-reducing anisotropic diffusion (srad), a diffusion algorithm. Programs from AMD APP SDK includes: bitonic sort (bitonic), histogram (histogram), graph coloring (coloring), and matrix multiplication (matrixmul).

6.2 Results

Performance Comparison: Figure 7 depicts the performance comparison across four configurations – ideal, baseline, SAHC with application-transparent optimizations (SAHC-T) and SAHC with application-apparent optimization (SAHC-A). The ideal and baseline configurations are as described in Section 3. More specifically, ideal mimics an unrealistic system with no coherence overheads while baseline simulates conventional system where coherence is enforced by the hardware coherence directory protocols (Figure 1). SAHC-T implements page assignment policy depicted in Figure 5 (b). SAHC-A adds the ability to notify end of work in the GPU by an application on top of SAHC-T.

We observe that several workloads, like bitonic, matrixmul, and kmeans, can incur significant performance overhead due to cache coherence in the baseline configurations. SAHC-T significantly reduces or almost eliminates coherence overheads for bitonic, coloring, histogram, and kmeans. However, SAHC-T can potentially hurt performance for bfs, matrixmul, and nw due to costly page faults (detailed in next subsection). Many of these page faults occur due to post-processing of GPU-produced data on the CPU. SAHC-A can eliminate many of these costly page permission faults using application provided hint on when no further work is scheduled on GPU. Note, this requires only a single line code modification in the application code.

Analysis: In this subsection, we analyze the results described above. Specifically, we measure the fraction of the coherence directory lookup avoided due to SAHC and also measure overheads introduced by SAHC.

The first two result columns of Table 3 show the percentage of hardware coherence directory lookup saved by SAHC-T, and SAHC-A. We observe that often SAHC saves 99-100% of coherence directory lookups needed in baseline architecture. This is expected as our analysis in Section 4 showed that very large fraction of directory lookups is unnecessary.

SAHC incurs performance overhead due to slow page faults triggered by changes in the page-grain coherence permissions. The last two columns of Table 3 shows the number of such page permission faults introduced by the two flavors of SAHC-T and SAHC-A. We observe that for applications like bfs, nw, SAHC-T incurred significant number of page faults and this explains the overheads seen in Figure 7 for these applications. Further, we observe that for many of these applications SAHC-A eliminates large number of these page permission faults by eliminating the ones caused due to post-processing of data by CPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Simulation Parameters.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU L1 Data Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU L1 Instruction Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Shared L2 Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute-unit SIMD Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU L1 Data Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU L1 Instruction Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Shared L2 Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Memory-side Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Memory Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page permission fault latency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 3. Hardware Directory lookup saving and page permission faults by SAHC. |
|----------------------------------|------------|-----------------|----------------|
|                                   | Percentage of hardware directory lookup saved | Number of page permission faults |
| SAHC-T                           | SAHC-A     | SAHC-T          | SAHC-A         |
| bfs                              | 98.64      | 99.61           | 9530           | 10               |
| bitonic                          | 100        | 100             | 1              | 1                |
| coloring                        | 99.44      | 99.44           | 9              | 9                |
| histogram                       | 100        | 100             | 130            | 129              |
| hotspot                         | 100        | 100             | 1              | 1                |
| kmeans                          | 99.01      | 99.01           | 617            | 617              |
| luc                             | 100        | 100             | 1              | 1                |
| matrixmul                      | 100        | 100             | 259            | 0                |
| nw                              | 100        | 100             | 4100           | 0                |
| reduction                    | 100        | 100             | 18             | 17               |
| srad                            | 100        | 100             | 262            | 0                |

7. Related Work

Researchers have proposed several ways to enable coherence in emerging heterogenous systems. One such proposal is Cohesion [10], which implements heterogeneous coherence using a combination of software and hardware techniques where data is allowed to dynamically migrate between coherence domains
owned by the CPU and GPU. The approach is shown to work well for bulk-synchronous data sharing, but the design requires all misses with the local cache hierarchies to query the system-level directory and determine what coherence domain owns the block. More recently, Power et al. [15] proposed using a region-granular directory to avoid unnecessary lookup at the system-level directory. However, their approach always manages coherence at the region granularity and it requires a significant redesign of today's block-based cache coherence mechanism. In addition, Singh et al. proposed an intra-GPU coherence protocol that uses timestamps to manage cache block permissions [17]. Their work focused on intra-GPU coherence, whereas SAHC focuses on inter-CPU-GPU coherence.

In addition to heterogeneous coherence solutions that leverage hardware, recent software-only solutions have also been proposed. In particular, PTask [16] introduced a task graph library that manages the memory coherence without programmer intervention. Similarly, the “Unified Memory” support in CUDA 6 automatically migrates data between CPU and GPU memories by leveraging system software and existing virtual address translation support [21]. In addition, Asymmetric Distributed Shared Memory (ADSM) and Gelado et al.'s software solution, called GMAC, also provide a logically shared address space between the CPU and GPU [7]. In comparison, SAHC strives to avoid the performance overhead of software-only coherence, while requiring less hardware support than prior hardware-based solutions.

Beyond heterogeneous and GPU coherence proposals, several prior efforts investigated reducing coherence bandwidth in CPU-based systems. For example, JETTY [14] and stream registers [9] proposed filtering out cache snoops using specialized hardware structures. Meanwhile others have proposed region-based hardware coherence [13], [19], as well as virtual tree coherence [6], subspace snooping [11], in-network coherence filtering [1], and directories based on bloom filters [12].

Reducing directory resources in CPU-based systems has also been a recent focus of researchers. For instance, spatiotemporal coherence tracking [2] reduces directory size by tracking private data at a region-granularity instead of at the cache block granularity. Similarly, multigrain coherence directories opportunistically use region-granular entries to reduce storage overhead [18].

Finally, R-NUCA [8] proposed to use OS page classification for achieving better cache hit rates and/or lower cache access latencies in large NUCA caches. R-NUCA uses page classification information to guide replication, migration, and placement of cache blocks according to dynamic behavior of the data/instructions. Similar to R-NUCA, our proposal makes use of OS page classification technique for very different purposes. SAHC uses page classification for efficient cache coherence in heterogeneous systems while R-NUCA strives to better manage NUCA caches.

8. Conclusion

Efficiently supporting cache coherence in emerging heterogeneous architectures without necessitating application management of coherence is challenging. SAHC addresses this challenge by extending virtual memory subsystem in novel way to encode coherence permissions in page attributes. SAHC then uses minimal modifications to system software (OS and runtime) and hardware to enable efficient coherence across CPU and GPU caches. More importantly, unlike previous proposals, SAHC does not need revamping cache coherence hardware nor does it necessitate application-management of coherence.
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